Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 8/3/14
Anthracnose running rampant seems to be the theme of the problems this summer. The suffering of Poa annua seems
to have dragged on from a bad winter through a wet spring and now with any little stress at all it takes a dive and turns
the foreboding yellow color. Fortunately temperatures have not been the problem but presumably the lack of
precipitation over the last three weeks has contributed to it somewhat. Single product treatments are usually not as
effective as a combination of contact and systemic if you are trying to shake it – funnily enough mowing heights being
raised is also a great cure!
There was an excellent crowd at the University of Wisconsin field day and a range of information to be had on rational
dollar spot management, Japanese beetle management and discussions on product timings. One issue that came up in
conversation was the timing of the three way product applications with pre emergence, insecticide and fertility. The
product may be going out too early in the year to retain the efficacy of the insecticide in particular and so the issues we
have seen this year may have been a combination of both that and the tropical rainfall we saw through the early part of
the year. The weather has left some really interesting numbers behind for the month of July, lows were 10°F below
average for the month while the average high was approximately 5°F below average. It seems like it has been a weird
year so far for weather for sure.
The CDGA Turfgrass Research Field day will be Thursday, 11th of September, with Dr. Bruce Branham, Dr Tom Voigt on
the list of speakers as well as that all important coffee and donut breakfast and lunch. Registration will cost $50 and we
will open it up next week at www.cdgaturf.org . The current thought is to have the day start at 10am and be completed
by 1.30pm. Finally, many of you are starting to see emails from Wee One Foundation – the bottom line is that it’s a great
cause and there is nothing better you can do to help out – so if you can take the opportunity and get involved, the
rewards and hope the foundation brings are second to none.
Climate:
This week continued the run of fantastic weather with highs sitting in around the high 70’s and low 80’s. Nighttime
temperatures dipped down into 50’s overnight consistently again. This has made for a really comfortable situation in the
growing medium as the rootzone temperatures at the golf house have sat in a beautiful mid 70’s range for the last week
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Low and high air temperatures, average 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL July 2014 (A
Southwest Chicago suburb)

Precipitation until August 1 had certainly dried up; however reports of 1” of precipitation and some damaging hail
emerged at the start of the month. Precipitation drying up however was important as many of the rootzones needed to
dry out. The wet spring as mentioned however has hurt the Poa in particular as far as hand watering and labor over the
last three weeks. The sunshine course saw only 0.1” this week – although the weekend will have added to the total
(Figure 2)
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Figure 2. Daily precipitation totals for Sunshine Course, Lemont IL July 2014, (A Southwest Chicago suburb).
This week was interesting from a light standpoint. Despite the fact the day length is shortening it is noticeable that cloud
cover is really affecting how much light is truly hitting the surface. Days for the most part have been comfortable
weather wise but in direct sun there has certainly been heat – except we have not had a huge amount of sunlight so
thank the clouds for helping reduce stress somewhat this past week! Numbers have been close to what might be a
possible ideal number for optimal rates of photosynthesis so it hasn’t been a bad week for sure (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Daily light integrals and possible ideal daily light integrals July 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A
Southwest Chicago Suburb).
Monthly numbers have been high on the precipitation despite the dry down late in the month and LOW on the
temperature side which really means that conditions turned in our favor after a miserable winter and spring. To be
~10°F below the average low for the month is a pretty extreme difference but I don’t think anyone would complain. The
fact we only had 1 day above 90°F all month also meant that the highs were well below average – lets hope it continues
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. 30 year July monthly average for Chicago O Hare and measured average temperatures for Sunshine Course
Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb) July 2014.
Many of the courses were starting to brown out a little as turf and soil began to really dry down towards the end of the
month. The extreme rain event that came through on 7/12 however pushed the total far above the average with many
courses seeing even more than what was measured at Sunshine Course. Sunshine was 1.5” above average for the month
while others were as high as 3” above average for the month of July (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. 30 year average of rainfall totals in July for Chicago O Hare and July 2014 total rainfall measured at Sunshine
Course Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb).
Further down state in Peoria the conditions were similar to the Chicago land area as high temperatures maxed out in the
low 80°’s (Figure 6). Soil temperatures at the 4” are in the low 70°’s and presumably not much warmer at the 2” depth.
Great weather for growing grass and playing golf!
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Figure 6. Low and high air temperatures, average 4” soil temperatures at Peoria CC, Peoria IL, July 2014

Despite the cooler conditions, there has not been much rainfall for the month and the area finished up with a fairly large
deficit. Some rain came late in the month in a small volume (Figure 7), which will have helped somewhat but greater
volumes would alleviate any stress currently and put everyone back in a good situation. Air movement however has
certainly been plentiful and this would have driven water out of the canopy at a high rate making for firm and fast
surfaces with a little bit of a brown look to them.
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Figure 7. Daily precipitation and ET totals for at Peoria CC, Peoria IL, July 2014
The month on average was not off by as much as the numbers in Chicago. The average low and high temperature for the
month however was still ~5°F below the 30yr average for the month (Figure 8). It really was a glorious month for
growing grass!
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Figure 8. 30 year July monthly average for Peoria and measured average temperatures Peoria CC, Peoria IL, July 2014.
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Figure 9. Total July rain fall 2014 at Peoria CC, Peoria IL, versus the 30 yr average total for Peoria IL
Rainfall for the month finished over 2.5” behind the average and this will hopefully get some help in the next week to try
and bring turf back into a nice healthy condition. The one benefit to this right now is that roughs are not growing like
crazy and so courses are not tied up in mowing continuously.

The pattern for being behind the precipitation number continued further south also – Carbondale finished the month of
July 1.8” behind the average – yet again however temperatures were below average on both the low and high
temperature average by 5-6°F – its extreme whichever way you want to call it – the January average high was also only
5°F off its normal mark – yet we now know what that meant. Rockford in the northwest finished the month of July 1.5”
below average rainfall – again the drying out occurred at the end of the month. Temperature wise the same result, a
difference of approximately 4-6 degrees below average.
The cause may be this unstable airflow we have been seeing recently but the fact the temperatures in Lake Michigan are
5-6°F cooler is certainly contributing to the summer temperatures. The lake is also 15” higher this year than last year –
which is probably not a bad thing as it needed to return close to the long term average after droughts of 2011 and 2012.
Disease:
Activity has been consistent again this week with dollar spot pressure rising somewhat though this weekend should
really increase the pressure as the humidity rises and puts pressure on spray windows. The dollar spot rotation can be
tricky, ensure that you are covering your annual use rates on products as well as rotating to ensure that resistance issues
are being avoided.

E Nangle 7-29-14
Picture 1. Dollar spot activity in the Chicago area this week
The dry conditions we have experienced over the last three weeks or so have led to the appearance of some dry spots
and also an increase in fairy ring activity. Managers have indicated that if they got behind on a fertility treatment or the
wetting agent program was getting to the end of the window that they were finding type II fairy ring in particular
showing up (Picture 2). Pushing growth on and a good shower of rain should take care of the problem.

E Nangle 7-31-14
Picture 2. Type II fairy ring on a green in the Chicagoland area this week

As mentioned in the lead, anthracnose on Poa annua has been a troublesome issue all summer (Picture 3). The 70
degree days are ideal but there has been plenty of air movement which has dried the turf out and triggered the issue –
preventative applications of material, raising mowing heights and ensuring sufficient nitrogen as well as moisture will be
a valuable method for avoidance of the problem.

E Nangle 8-1-14
Picture 3. Acervuli on a Poa plant collected this week in Chicago – it may look like black dots on the leaf to the naked eye
Finally, the old friend rust has started to show up in many areas once again (Picture 4). The dry conditions probably
helped to trigger it also in the rough areas as a lack of water allowed for turf stress. It may not need treatment and
presumably the rainfall this weekend may knick it back. Control is not needed unless in immature seedling stands where
the issue will require some scouting to see if there is any impact on establishment.

E Nangle 7-31-14
Picture 4. Rust postules showing up this week on shoes and cart tires

Insects:
Black turfgrass ataenius adults were found this week – in a very steady state condition after the application of product
(Picture 5). The scarab beetle generally produces peak damage in late July and the grubs can be small (0.2”), living on
material at the soil thatch interface. There can be two generations a year, and due to the smaller size of the grub, their
capacity for damage is not as high from a feeding standpoint. Thresholds for them can be much higher compared to
some other insects at 50 grub’s ft2.

E Nangle 8-1-14
Picture 5. BTA adult in a mummified state after getting a welcome to the neighborhood treatment in Chicago this week
There was also some digging picked up on this week as the grub activity arrived to the top of the soil thatch interface
attracting some of the friendly four legged neighbors (Picture 6).

E Nangle 7-31-14
Picture 6. A free indication that grubs are active in the Chicago area this week

Weeds:
Weeds continue to be active; crabgrass is showing some impact of the cooler temperatures recently however as it is
staying a very lime green in areas. Spurge, oxalis, dandelion, clover and many other ground-covering fiends have been
active this year and the battle will certainly continue into the fall.

Management strategy:
This might be old hat for some of you and maybe some information that you have not come across before. This week I
got to see one of the newer cultivars of Kentucky bluegrass in action and it reminded me of the value of appropriate turf
for appropriate situation. The site I saw this on that was most impressive was a driving range and if you notice – the
rhizomes are extremely aggressive and durable looking – it seems to offer potential for great recovery and highly
aggressive turf in the right situation. The design of a golf course is as important as the grasses that are planted on it so
the sentiment of putting fescue on high organic heavy clay fairways does not make sense in Illinois – this is however
something that might make sense in Scotland where its naturally sandy and allows for more drought tolerant turf types.
If you are currently considering a grass species take a look at www.ntep.org . However do remember to make sure the
information you use is from the region and also understand that there may be differences between your desired
mowing height and the mowing height of the trial. It is valuable information however for everyone that is free to use.

E Nangle 7-28-14
Picture 3. A new cultivar of Kentucky bluegrass that has some really aggressive rhizomes (Almost like bermudagrass!)
FINALLY!!
Many of you correctly guessed it was vole damage – just a reminder that winter was not that long ago!
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This weeks picture is much more straight forward – what caused this!! Answers to enangle@cdga.org

Dr. Lee Miller’s latest report dated 7-31-14 can be found below.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update07_31_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

We would like to give great thanks to Eric Spong with Petro Canada for his donation of Civitas. Also thanks to Rusty
Stachlewitz with ProGro Solutions and Randy Lusher with BASF for their donations of Drive, Emerald, and Curalan. We
greatly appreciate these generous donations to the Sunshine Course. We would also like to thank ProGro for their help
on the 3 in 1 product earlier in the year.

